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GERANIACEAE
THE CORRECT AUTHOR CITATION FO R P ELAR G O N IU M SECTION O TIDIA

In the most recent taxonomic treatm ent of the genus
Pelargonium, Knuth (1912: 369) cited the authority of
the section Otidia as (Lindl.) Harv. (1860), based on the
genus Otidia Lindl. ex Sweet. This is not correct.
The name Otidia was first published, in generic rank,
by Sweet (1820: viii), w ithout any mention of Lindley.
Later in the same work, under t. 98 Sweet stated: ‘This
plant [Otidia carnosa] is proposed by Mr Lindley to form
a distinct genus, which we have adopted
In my opinion
Sweet is the undoubted author o f the genus, and ‘Lindl.
ex’ should be om itted from the citation as Lindley was
not mentioned in connection with the original publica
tion of the name.
Furtherm ore, Harvey (1860: 278) was not the first
author to place Otidia in sectional rank, being preceded
by G. Don (1831: 729). Don did not cite the generic
name Otidia as basionym, but by citing ‘Lindl. in Sweet,
ger. p. 8 no. 98’ he provided an adequate reference to
the validly published basionym. Although this reference
is not entirely direct, it is not contrary to I.C.B.N. Art.
33.2 which only concerns publications later than 1 Jan.

1953. (A change in rank is considered to be a different
combination and there is not a separate clause to cover
changes in ranking).
The correct author citation therefore is Pelargonium
sect. Otidia (Sweet) G. Don.
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ORCHIDACEAE
ADDITIONS TO THE SYNONYMY OF EULOPHIA SC H W E IN F U R TH II

For some time doubt has existed as to the precise
nature of Eulophia chry'sops Summerh., particularly
with regard to its alliance with a species recognized as
occurring in southern Africa, E. schweinfurthii Kraenzl.
(Kraenzlin 1893; Summerhayes 1958; Hall 1965).
Both these concepts have wide distributions in tropi
cal Africa, extending marginally into the Transvaal (E
schweinfurthii) and in recent records, into Botswana
(£. chry’sops). Summerhayes (1958) proposed E. chry’sops
as a new name for Lissochilus aurantiacus Reichb. f.
(1865), E. aurantiaca having been used previously for
another species, related to E. welwitschii (Reichb. f.)
Rolfe. Summerhayes also reduced two tropical species,
L. johnstonii Rolfe and L. holubii Rolfe to the synonymy
of E. chrysops.
In discussing E. chrysops, Summerhayes (1958) noted
at the time that more data and material were needed to
elucidate its relationships. The specimens that he had
seen suggested that the flowers of E. chrysops were ap
preciably larger (petals 1 3 -1 6 mm long) than those of
E. schweinfurthii and that they have less acute sepals
with more narrow bases. Subsequent examination of
material has shown that these distinctions do not hold,
either for the sepal shapes or for the flower sizes. Petal
length varies from 8—14(—16) mm in E. schweinfurthii,
covering the range given by Summerhayes for E. chrysops.
Some of the variation in flower size may be related to
the habitats which vary from arid mopane woodland to

wet bog verges (Williamson 1977) and to dry bushveld
and grassland (Hall 1965). The overall evidence of con
tinuity shows convincingly that the two concepts should
be merged.
The name of the joint concept should be E. schwein
furthii Kraenzl. (1893) which, being earlier, replaces
Summerhayes’ E. chrysops (1958) as the nomen novum
for L. aurantiacus Reichb. f. (1865). Further accretions
to this concept are likely to become evident in studies of
material of other tropical allies but none appear to have
been described earlier than E. schweinfurthii.
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